
HOW TO WRITE A MELODY FOR A SONG ON GUITAR

Learn how melodies are written over a given set of chords.

You can stay in one box as long as you like before moving on. Dan Cross is a professional guitarist and former
private instructor who has experience teaching and playing various styles of music. I'll go with the fourth one
in the list up above, I - vi - IV - V. The above main phrase of the tune is an unusual five bar phrase, broken
into three smaller phrases. The first pattern starts on D, and descends; D to C to B. How can you tell? And on
and on Obviously not. An argument could be made that the notes of a chord also have varying degrees of
consonance with the chord. Notice that the melody is what you probably associate with this song, and what
you would sing to identify this carol. It's probably easiest for a new composer to write a song that Doesn't
Suck by starting with the chords, so we'll do it that way. Organize your melody by picking note lengths that
add up to four beats eight half-beats for each measure. Give your chords rhythm too, rather than keeping them
constant during a measure. The G is not actually a note in the F min chord; although it certainly doesn't sound
wrong. The vocal melody of the song is what sticks with most people; and in many cases is what makes them
like or dislike a song - whether they realize it or not. A melody consisting only of chord notes might be a little
boring, but it would not sound incorrect. Major chords sound solid, happy, and satisfying. Since people are
used to listening to songs in phrases of 4 or 8 measures, and the I chord feels like home, it's good to end your
4- or 8-measure phrase on I. To make my ending stronger, I'll lengthen the first notes in the measure, and add
some more notes choosing from C, E, and G in other octaves to the final chord. On the other hand, I do want it
to sound somewhat different. Making the last C note long, or adding more notes in different octaves to the
ending I chord, will give your song a solid, satisfying ending, too. They may also sometimes be notes that are
not in the key, and not in the chord, but a viable tension on the chord. Although I'm keeping each chord for a
whole measure, I decided to split them into two half notes instead of one whole note mostly because mTooth
can't easily write whole notes. The second starts back up one note and descends; C to B to A. The above
example illustrates this clearly several times. Inversions make a chord sound less solid, though, so don't use
one for the last chord in your song. I'll do that by keeping pattern of note lengths, but changing the pitches. A
seemingly simple song with very few chords, "Eleanor Rigby" displays a number of strong melodic ideas that
give the tune it's character. Other choices might be to repeat the last measure more slowly, to make a dramatic
ending by jumping up or down an octave, to fade out, or to extend or repeat the last chord. Continue Reading.
The last figure repeats this theme; it starts back on B and descends; B to A to G. Music Theory musictheory.
No lyrics, no guitar riffs, just a syrupy string section behind a trumpet playing the melody. Start and end on C
Like we said above, C feels like home. A sequence that gets repeated several times in the song is called a
theme. Each melodic figure, a quarter note followed by two eighth notes, descends down a minor dorian scale.
I want to keep my melody from jumping around too much, but also give it some interest. If the melodies you
write are carelessly written and bland, they won't. Alan Belkin's Practical Guide to Music Composition is an
online book that also discusses musical flow. This note would usually be avoided for that chord. If you look at
the third and fourth full bar of the example, you'll see a full octave leap between notes in the melody low Bb to
a high Bb on "she left". Examples Here are a few chord progressions you might want to listen to or use.
Repeat things sometimes To help make your song sound organized, repeat things sometimes, maybe with a
little variation. The above classic Beach Boys tune, "Warmth of the Sun" mp3 clip is a perfect illustration of
Wilson's melodic concept.


